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Abstract: From the 20th century new proper names with the formant -ij- began to 
spread in Lithuania. Their appearance was influenced by borrowed names with -ij-: 
Marija, Viktorija. These were quite common and diverse, with the result that -ij- was 
reinterpreted as an independent suffix and had an impact on the formation of new 
long suffixes. The new formants obtained in such a way exemplify how borrowed 
names impact the Lithuanian stock of national names and become a part of it.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Christian names together with Lithuanian personal names form the nucleus 

of the stock of personal names of modern Lithuania. With the establishment of a 
binary naming system in the 17th–19th centuries Christian names were generalized 
in Lithuania (Maciejauskienė 1991: 37–49; 1993: 100–104). The forms used in docu-
ments depended on the language in which they were recorded and differed from the 
forms used in spoken Lithuanian (Zinkevičius 1977: 66–88). Since the beginning of 
the 20th century, when Lithuanian names began to be systematically recorded in offi-
cial documents, variants of the commonly used Christian names began to appear as 
well. Most of them came from the different Lithuanian dialects, whereas other came 
from the languages of national minorities (Polish, Russian, etc.).

With the national revival of the beginning of the 20th century, Lithuanian names 
began to spread. Some were new compound names or their shortenings. Others were 
appellative names, most of them derived from nature (Sinkevičiūtė 2018). There were 
also personal names derived from place names or mythology (Kuzavinis and Savukynas 
2009: 28–31). Finally, new names were created by adding suffixes. The same trends 
are observed in the updating of the stock of personal names in Lithuania in the 21st 
century (Sinkevičiūtė 2011: 214–229). In addition, as in other countries, many new 

1 This article was written within the framework of the project Names with suffix -ij- of citi-
zens of the Republic of Lithuania: borrowing and word-formation tendencies (No. K5/2018), 
sponsored by the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language.
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contemporary names are borrowed from English or the Romance languages (Pavić 
Pintarić and Škrabal 2017: 16).

Thus, in documents and in the spoken language, diverse forms of the same 
Christian names were used. With the spread of new personal names in the 20th–
21st centuries, the diversity of borrowed as well as Christian names and their forms 
increased further.

1.2. The Lithuanian names of the 20th–21st centuries have not been not researched 
extensively. The studies carried out before the end of the 20th century identified the 
most frequent names and emphasized the prescribed norms. The studies carried out 
in the 21st century distinguish the trends in the formation of new Lithuanian names 
(Sinkevičiūtė 2011; 2015) and, due to their diversity, focus on names derived from 
nature by discussing their specificity (Gudavičius 2013) and formation (Sinkevičiūtė 
2018).

The study of names derived from nature has established that some of their stems 
were expanded by suffixes uncharacteristic to the formation of Lithuanian proper 
names. Those are the names with the suffix -ij-: Aid-ijus: Aidas < aidas ‘echo’, Egl-ija: 
Eglė < eglė ‘fir’, and the same suffix is used to create new names in Latvian (another 
Baltic language) (Balode and Plēsuma 2015: 237–238). It is assumed that the emer-
gence of derivatives with -ij- in Lithuania was due to influence of the borrowed, mostly 
Christian, names with -ij-, e.g., Marija, Viktorija, where -ij- was reinterpreted as a suffix 
(Sinkevičiūtė 2018: 248). The expansion of stems of personal names by analogy with 
other names is also observed in the Slavic languages (Malec 2006: 292–300, 2007: 
130–131; Ganzhina 2015: 168–170), which shows the universality of this process.

2. Object of study and research questions
2.1. The object of this study is the Lithuanian names with -ij- formed in the 20th–

21st centuries. The study aims to establish their base, periods of spread and motivation.
The names under analysis are personal names with a Lithuanian base: a name 

(Gražvil-ija: Gražvilė2) or an appellative (Migdol-ija: migdolas ‘almond’). Thus, the cri-
terion for distinguishing the suffix -ij- in derivatives is the attestation of a derivational 
base in Lithuanian3. Furthermore, derivatives in -ij- are primarily analysed from the 
perspective of Lithuanian names. In distinguishing the derivatives, the onyms whose 
origin can be explained in two ways were excluded.

The data for analysis consist of the names of citizens of the Republic of Lithuania 
used in the 20th–21st centuries which were collected in the years 2006–2020. The 
data comprise names consisting of one member (Taurijus) and of multiple elements 
(Aldonija Ona). They are not distinguished in the final number of names. The names 
and their statistics are presented on the website vardai.vlkk.lt.

2 The origins of base names are presented on the website vardai.vlkk.lt.
3 The names are recorded on the website vardai.vlkk.lt, the appellatives are on the website 

lkz.lt.
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The main problem concerning the data is related to the fact that some arrived 
late and certain names, especially from the first decades of the 20th century, were not 
included in the analysis because the names of the deceased were removed from the reg-
ister. Therefore, the material is not homogeneous, as the names from the earlier period 
are not statistically reliable.

2.2. Before the discussion, the context of Lithuanian proper names in -ij- should 
be presented. Lithuanian nouns in -ija belong to the following groups:

a) international words with the suffix -ija, e.g., diferenciacija ‘differentiation’ 
(Ambrazas 1994: 98–99);

b) names referring to places full of objects named by the base noun, cf. ąžuolija 
‘oak grove’: ąžuolas ‘oak’, or referring to places ruled by certain persons, cf. karalija 
‘kingdom’: karalius ‘king’ (Ambrazas 1994: 135);

c) collective names referring to a collection of persons, animals or plants, cf. 
brolija ‘fraternity’: brolis ‘brother’, gyvūnija ‘fauna’: gyvūnas ‘animal’ (Ambrazas 1994: 
143).

There are some derivative river names with the component -ij- in Lithuania: 
Jotija, Minija (Vanagas 1970: 145–148), even though they are rare.

Children can also be given names whose base has the component -ij-. They are 
as follows:

a) names directly taken from toponyms: Vilija: Vilija (river name), Šatrija: Šatrija 
(hill name), Baltija: Baltija (the Baltic Sea);

b) mythological names: Gabija: Gabija (a goddess of fire and hearth), Sovijus: 
Sovijus (a mythical guide of souls);

c) appellative names (from international words): Lelija: lelija ‘lily’, Iliuzija: iliuzija 
‘illusion’.

These examples show that nouns in -ija do not usually refer to persons. Personal 
names in -ij- of such an origin are rare, except for Vilija and Gabija. 

3. Derivatives with ‑ij‑ according to the base and time of attestation
3.1. Lithuanian derivatives with -ij- obtained from different base words such as:
1. compound names, e.g., Algin-ija4: Algina5; Arvyd-ijus: Arvydas; 
2. shortenings of compound names, e.g., Vyd-ija: Vyda; Mant-ijus: Mantas, their 

suffixal derivatives, e.g., Vidut-ija: Vid-utė; Algid-ijus: Alg-idas;
3. appellative names and appellatives, e.g., Aist-ija: Aistė; Audr-ijus: Audrius, their 

suffixal derivatives, e.g., Rugil-ija: Rug-ilė; Audron-ijus: Audr-onis;
4. mythological names, names derived from toponyms, e.g., Nijol-ija: Nijolė; 

Nagl-ijus: Naglis.

4 First, female names are presented, then (after a semicolon) male names are given. 
5 The most frequent base name is presented. When the stem of the derivative differs from 

the base word, the end is not separated and the name considered to be the base is presented in 
contrast.
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There were names whose beginnings could be related to the onyms of the above 
groups:

– shortenings of compound names, e.g., Rimotija, cf. Rima; Žygilijus, cf. Žygis;
– appellative-stem names, e.g., Aušrenija, cf. Aušra; Audrenijus, cf. Audrius;
– mythological names and place names, e.g., Aisvija, cf. Aisė (river name), 

Laimilija, cf. Laima (goddess of fortune).
The numbers of derivative names with -ij- according to their base groups are pre-

sented in Table 1. Female and male derivatives are divided into three- and four-syllable 
names according to the number of syllables.

Table 1. Lithuanian derivatives with ‑ij‑ according to the base and number of syllables

Name base Female 
names

num‑
ber of 

names/

percen‑
tage

Male 
names

number 
of names/

percen‑
tage Total

three‑syl‑
lable

four‑syl‑
lable total three‑syl‑

lable
four‑syl‑

lable total

Compound 
names 0 66 

(31%)
66 

(21%) 0 11 (34%) 11 (8%) 77 
(17%)

Shortenings 
of compound 
names

20 (20%) 43 
(20%)

63 
(20%) 66 (60%) 8 (25%) 74 

(53%)
137 

(30%)

Appellative 
names and 
appellatives

72 (73%) 89 
(41%)

161 
(51%) 41 (38%) 13 (41%) 54 

(38%)
215 

(47%)

Mythological, 
place‑name 
names and 
place names

7 (7%) 18 (8%) 25 (8%) 2 (2%) 0 2 (1%) 27 
(6%)

Total
99 

(100%/
31%)

216 
(100%
/69%)

315 
(69%)

109 
(100%/

77%)

32(100%/
23%)

141 
(31%)

456 
(100%)

3.2. Table 1 shows that derivatives with the suffix -ij- are more characteristic of 
the stock of female names (69% of all names). Female names with -ija more often have 
four syllables (69% of female names), and male names have three syllables (77% of 
male names). This demonstrates that male and female names tend to be made from 
bases of different length.

In derivation the suffix -ij- is mostly used in names with an appellative base (47% 
of all names); however, this base is more characteristic of female than of male names 
(51% and 38% of names, respectively). Other bases of female names with -ija are rarer; 
among them more frequent are names derived from compound names (21% of female 
names). The most characteristic bases of male derivatives are shortenings of com-
pound names (53% of male names). Therefore, the most characteristic bases of male 
and female names are different.
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Many names with -ij- are rare, recorded only from one to three times, though 
there are also some more frequent personal names: Audron-ija 296: Audronė, Taur-ijus 
15: Tauras. The most frequent names with -ij- appeared after their base personal names 
became popular (see vardai.vlkk.lt). Therefore, the frequency of names is important in 
the formation of derivatives with -ij-.

3.3. As can be seen in Figure 1, the derivatives with -ij- have been used for almost 
a century. The first to spread were the female derivatives with -ija, becoming popular 
in the years 1950–1964. Later their popularity decreased and in the years 1985–1989 
they became rare. In the last decade of the 20th century those names became popular 
again and their number kept growing, but later their popularity decreased.

Male derivatives with -ij- appeared in the 1950s, after female derivatives with -ija 
became widespread. Although later the number of male names with -ij- increased, in 
the 1980s it started decreasing and experienced a sharp fall in the years 1990–1994. 
The popularity of male derivatives with -ij- started growing at the end of the 20th cen-
tury, and in the years 2010–2020 their number exceeded the number of female names 
with -ija.

Figure 1. Female and male names with -ij- according to the recording time

4. The impact of borrowed female names with ‑ija on the 
emergence and frequency of derivatives with ‑ija 

4.1. Lithuanian derivatives with -ija appeared in the first half of the 20th century 
on the model of frequent borrowed names like Marija, Zofija, Valerija, Emilija, Eugenija, 
etc. The diversity and frequency of such borrowed names may have encouraged the 

6 Numbers refer to children with this name in the researched corpus.
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appearance of names with the same final component, which are often popular at the 
same time (Ainiala et al. 2016: 157).

The borrowed names with -ija used in the first half of the 20th century had short-
ened forms widespread in the spoken language, cf. Marė, Zosė, Valė, Genė, etc. Due to 
the functioning of borrowed names with -ija and their widespread shortenings, the 
final component -ija might have been reinterpreted as a suffix.

Variants of the same names were used in Lithuania at that time, cf. Zofija and 
Sofija. Some of them were female personal names from Russians and Belarusians 
living in Lithuania, e.g., Anastasija, Jevgenija were given alongside the Lithuanian 
names Anastazija, Eugenija. Other names were the dialectal forms Zopija, Stepanija, 
included in registers as official names beside Zofija, Stefanija. Therefore, due to the 
variability of names with -ija, this termination might have been distinguished as a 
stable final component.

4.2. Some changes occurred in the stock of proper names in Lithuania during the 
period of the greatest popularity of derivatives with -ija in the years 1950–1964. The 
number of borrowed names with -ija decreased, their shortenings became rarer, and 
the variability of forms with -ija that emerged in the dialects and in other languages 
spoken in Lithuania (Russian, Belorussian) was fading. Perhaps owing to that, deriva-
tives with -ija became rarer. Their number decreased in 1965–1979, because the fre-
quency and variability of borrowed names with -ija kept decreasing.

4.3. Changes started after 1980, when Viktorija became the most frequent 
name with -ija. In the years 1980–1994, the popularity of Julija, Aurelija, Marija grew, 
though later (1995–2004) the number of girls who were given these names or the 
name Viktorija started decreasing, and Emilija and Kornelija7 became more popular. 
Since 2005 Emilija has become the most popular name, and in 2010 the popularity 
of Patricija, Sofija, Amelija started growing. Therefore, since 1990, with the increased 
frequency of borrowed names with -ija, their diversity and the number of shortenings, 
the number of Lithuanian derivatives with -ija has increased as well (see Figure 1). 

At the end of the 20th century the number of variants of the same names created 
in other languages increased in the Lithuanian stock of proper names (next to Alicija, 
Julija, Liucija the variants Alisija, Giulija, Liučija could be found – Sinkevičiūtė 2021)8, 
the variability of names with the same beginning (cf. Adrija and Adrieta, Adrielė, 
Adriana, Adrutė) characteristic of other non-English stock of proper names (Kohlheim 
2001: 95–96) became more intensive, which supported the independence of the final 
component -ija. Together with the increased number of Lithuanian derivatives with 
-ija, the stems of borrowed names expanded by this suffix became more frequent: 

7 Similar changes occurred in the stock of Polish given names in the number of borrowed 
names with a consonant followed by [ja], equivalent to the Lithuanian ones with -ija (Swoboda 
2013: 46).

8 The same phenomenon is characteristic of the stocks of proper names in other languages 
and the emergence of variants is often influenced by pop culture or the media (Sicherl 2015: 
276).
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Just-ija: Justė, Gvid-ija: Gvida. It shows that -ija as a formant established itself in the 
Lithuanian stock of proper names.

4.4. Therefore, the frequency of borrowed names with -ija, the tendency to 
shorten them, and the variability of stems were the reasons why -ija was interpreted 
as a suffix. The number of derivatives with -ija started decreasing when the number of 
borrowed names with this final component decreased, their shortenings became rare 
and their variability faded, which reflects the impact of those factors on the popularity 
of these derivatives. The importance of these factors was confirmed by the growing 
number of derivatives with -ija at the end of the 20th century, owing to the spread of 
larger numbers of new borrowed names with -ija, their shortenings and variants from 
other languages. The increased variability of names with the same initial component 
and the growing number of derivatives from borrowed name stems were additional 
factors influencing the growth of derivatives with -ija.

5. Causes of the formation of male derivatives 
with ‑ijus and changes in their quantity

5.1. In the first half of the 20th century the borrowed male names with -ijus 
were rarer than female names with -ija and less diverse. Some of them were infrequent 
Lithuanian names, cf. Eugenijus, Virgilijus, Remigijus, and the frequency of their short-
enings did not equal that of female shortenings. Borrowed names with -ijus were more 
often given to men of other nationalities, cf. Anatolijus, Vasilijus, Jurijus.

During the period of the greatest spread of derivatives with -ija, derivatives with 
-ijus9 appeared. Part of them differed from female names by their ending: Algid-ijus: 
Algidas, cf. Algidija, Audron-ijus: Audronis, cf. Audronija. Male names have an indepen-
dent base, but because of the later time of their appearance, derivatives with -ijus are 
considered to have been formed from female names by creating names of the other 
gender from the same stem.

In the years 1950–1964, some derivatives appeared only in the stock of male 
names: Armin-ijus: Arminas, Taur-ijus: Tauras. Their emergence could have been influ-
enced by the more frequent borrowed names Virginijus, Eugenijus, Remigijus, and the 
onyms became more frequent than the foreign names Valerijus, Jurijus, Anatolijus. 
Therefore, borrowed names with -ijus started to be accepted as typical Lithuanian 
names and to be used in creating derivatives.

5.2. Although in the years 1965–1984 there were fewer Lithuanian derivatives 
with -ijus than with -ija, their number remained rather stable. During that period bor-
rowed names with -ijus were more often given to Lithuanians. The spread of borrowed 
names with -ijus most probably supported the formation of derivatives with -ijus.

9 The later appearance of male derivatives with -ij- might have been influenced by the con-
servatism of the stock of male names, also seen in the stock of Polish male names from a later 
period (Malec 2007: 127; Czopek-Kopciuk 2013: 73–82). The phenomenon of modern names 
given more often to girls than to boys is characteristic of many European countries (Virkkula 
2014: 202–205; Aldrin 2017: 317–318).
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In the years 1965–1974, Egidijus and Remigijus were the most frequent borrowed 
names. In the years 1975–1989 these two names remained frequent. Nerijus became 
the most popular and exemplifies the fashion for shorter three-syllable male names 
emerging at the end of the 1960s. In the 1960s–1970s, this fashion must have caused 
the appearance of a number of new three-syllable derivatives characteristic only of the 
stock of male names, e.g., Gird-ijus: Girdas, Kast-ijus: Kastis, indicating the most typical 
length of male derivatives.

The independence of the suffix -ijus was confirmed by derivatives with -ijus 
formed in the years 1965–1984 from other stems than female four-syllable ones, e.g., 
Arvyd-ijus: Arvydas, Vakar-ijus: Vakaris. Alongside Lithuanian derivatives with -ijus, 
derivatives from names with borrowed stems, e.g., Ed-ijus: Edis, Ign-ijus: Ignas, were 
also formed, which showed the establishment of the formant -ijus.

5.3. Since 1985, borrowed names with -ijus, popular in earlier years, became rarer 
and because of that the number of Lithuanian derivatives with this suffix decreased, 
which testifies to the fact that borrowed names with the same final component influ-
enced the formation of derivatives. However, since 1990 previously unpopular bor-
rowed names with -ijus have become more frequent, and since 2005 there has been an 
increase in three-syllable borrowed names, cf. Arijus, Adrijus, Elijus, and even two-syl-
lable names, cf. Pijus, which became the most frequent name with -ijus in the years 
2000–201410.

With the growing stock of borrowed names with -ijus, the number of derivatives 
with -ijus grew at the end of the 20th century as well, becoming the largest during the 
whole period in 2010. It was influenced by the shortenings of borrowed names with 
-ijus, which became frequent in the 21st century, cf. Emilis, Aris, strengthening the 
image of -ijus as a suffix.

The most characteristic base of derivatives with -ijus that emerged in the 21st 
century consisted of shortenings of compound names. They accounted for over 61% of 
the Lithuanian derivatives with -ijus in the 21st century (50 out of 81 names), and their 
length did not differ from that of the most frequent borrowed names with that final 
component. This shows that Lithuanian derivatives with -ijus reflect the trends in the 
structure of male names. All names, except for Mint-ijus: Mintas, are of different stems 
than female names. Therefore, male derivatives are formed independently of female 
derivatives, and names of the same stem demonstrate the trend of creating names of 
another gender by changing the endings preserved in the 21st century.

5.4. Thus, derivatives with -ijus emerged on the basis of the same stem as female 
names with -ija, which demonstrates the need to create the names of the other gender 
in the Lithuanian stock of names. Another cause of their appearance is the establish-
ment in the stock of Lithuanian names of borrowed names with the same final compo-
nent, on the model of which they were created. The fact that later the final component 

10 The length of frequent borrowed names with -ij- from this period mirrors the trends 
in name-giving seen in other countries – male names are often shorter than female names 
(Gerritzen 1999: 190, with references).
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-ijus became an independent suffix is confirmed by the names with the stem charac-
teristic only of the stock of male names. As in female names, it was influenced by the 
further spread of new borrowed names with -ijus, which frequently had shortenings, 
and of derivatives with -ijus created from borrowed names. In the 21st century specific 
features of derivatives with -ijus were determined: the most frequent base of two-sylla-
ble name shortenings became established and male names consisted of three syllables, 
which shows that the development of male derivatives happens separately from female 
derivatives.

6. The impact of borrowed names with ‑ij‑ on the creation of 
other formants and the structure of derivatives with ‑ij‑ 

6.1. Since borrowed personal names with -ij- were rather frequent, there appeared 
derivatives with the final component -ij- expanded by a preceding syllable or preceding 
sound of the borrowed name with -ij-. Table 2 presents derivatives with expanded final 
components and borrowed names with the same final components (see columns 2 and 
3). There were also other Lithuanian derivatives with -ij- whose final components coin-
cided with the final components of the above-mentioned names (see column 4).

As can be seen in Table 2, borrowed names with -ij- had a great influence on the 
formation of new derivative formants: the final components of names became new suf-
fixes of female derivatives, cf. -alija, -otija and -rija, and of male ones, cf. -idijus. The fact 
that those suffixal derivatives do not have a name with a different final component in 
the stock of names of the other gender shows that final components -alija, -otija and 
-rija were taken over from borrowed female names, and -idijus was taken over from 
borrowed male names.

Other final components taken from borrowed names that turned into suffixes 
-enij-, -ilij-, -elij- and -vij- are characteristic of the stock of names of both genders. 
However, the names show that suffixal derivatives with -elij- and -vij- in female and 
male stocks of names appeared independently because they are made of onyms with a 
different base (see Table 2).

Suffixal derivatives -enij- and -ilij- first appeared in the stock of female names, and 
later, from the same stem names with -enija, -ilija, male names with -enijus, -ilijus could 
be made (see Table 2). This is shown by the later time of appearance of those male 
derivatives, and the borrowed names with -enijus and -ilijus supported their spread.

Table 2. Lithuanian and borrowed names with the same final component
1. Final 
component

2. Derivatives with a problema‑
tic base

3. Borrowed 
names

4. Derivatives with 
‑ij‑

-alija Dangalija, cf. Dangė, Eitalija, cf. 
Eita, Gintalija 3, cf. Ginta, Vyda-
lija, cf. Vyda

Natalija, Rozalija, 
Eulalija, Vitalija

Jogal-ija (< *Joga-
il-ija): Jogailė

-elija Vingelija, cf. Vinga Aurelija, Kornelija Auksel-ija, cf. Aukselė, 
Aušrel-ija, cf. Aušrelė
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1. Final 
component

2. Derivatives with a problema‑
tic base

3. Borrowed 
names

4. Derivatives with 
‑ij‑

-elijus Darelijus, cf. Darius, Norelijus, cf. 
Noras

Aurelijus, Kornelijus

-enija Audrenija, cf. Audra, Aušrenija, 
cf. Aušra, Norgenija, cf. *Norgė 
(< Norgailė)

Eugenija, Jevgenija Algen-ija, cf. Algena, 
Saulen-ija, cf. Saulena, 
etc.

-enijus Audrenijus, cf. Audrius Eugenijus, 
Jevgenijus

-idijus Argidijus, cf. *Argis (< Ar-gaudas), 
Vygydijus, cf. Vygis

Egidijus, Ovidijus Algid-ijus: Algidas

-ilija Austilija, cf. Austė, Laimilija, cf. 
Laima, Saulilija, cf. Saulė, Vidi-
lija 4, cf. Vida, Žigilija, cf. *Žyga 
(< Žygaudė)

Emilija, Cecilija, 
Vigilija, Virgilija 

Dovil-ija: Dovilė, 
Rugil-ija: Rugilė, Živ-
il-ija: Živilė, etc.

-ilijus Žygilijus, cf. Žygis Virgilijus Dovil-ijus: Dovilas
-otija Rimotija, cf. Rima Fedotija 
-rija Eidrija, cf. Eida Marija, Viktorija Dangir-ija: Dangira, 

Gintar-ija: Gintarė, 
etc.

-vija Aisvija, cf. Aisė up., Dalvija, cf. 
Dalia

Livija, Olivija, 
Silvija

Erdv-ija: Erdvė

-vijus Eitvijus, cf. Eitas Salvijus Erdv-ijus: *Erdvis 
(< Erdvilas)

6.2. As mentioned above (see 3.1.), some derivatives with -ij- appeared from 
base names expanded by a suffix. Since the final components of borrowed names 
-elij- and -enij- turned into suffixes (see Table 2), one part of Lithuanian derivatives of 
such structure with -ij- may be assumed to have appeared from a non-suffixal onym. 
Such a conclusion may be drawn due to the greater frequency of non-suffixal names 
(see vardai.vlkk.lt). Because of that, the suffix -elija may be distinguished in the names 
Aukselija, cf. Auksė, Aušrelija, cf. Aušra, and the suffix -enija – in the names Algenija, cf. 
Algė, Auksenija, cf. Auksė, Saulenija, cf. Saulė, assuming non-suffixal personal names as 
their base, although there are the names Aukselė, Aušrelė, Algena, Auksena, Saulena in 
the Lithuanian stock of names.

The above-mentioned derivatives with -elija and -enija supplement the stock of 
names with expanded final components (see Table 2, column 2). As can be seen, the 
influence of borrowed names with -elija, -enija was considerable, as it was with -alija, 
-ilija.

Other Lithuanian derivatives can also be given longer final components, because 
non-suffixal names coinciding with their initial components are more frequent than 
suffixal names. Those final components are as follows:
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–inija (cf. Virginija): Aug-inija, cf. Augė, Audr-inija, cf. Audra, Auks-inija, cf. Auksė, Vid-
inija, cf. Vida;
–onija (cf. Apolonija): Mild-onija, cf. Milda, Vid-onija 9, cf. Vida, Vild-onija, cf. Vilda.

Due to frequent non-suffixal names coinciding with their initial components, it 
is more reliable to treat them as derivatives with the suffixes -inija and -onija, because 
a non-suffixal base is more common than a suffixal base. Therefore, -inija and -onija 
should be added to the stock of longer suffixes.

6.3. In the context of the names under discussion, it can be assumed that 
Lithuanian derivatives with -ij-, cf. Dovil-ija with the same final components as long 
four-syllable Lithuanian names, cf. Laim-ilija, might have spread faster due to their 
similarity to borrowed names with the same final components. The influence of final 
components of borrowed names on Lithuanian derivatives is shown by the reshuffling 
of base stems of Lithuanian names with -ija:

Aglon-ija: Agluona (river name), cf. Apolonija, 
Dangol-ija 3: Danguolė, cf. Anatolija, 
Jogal-ija: Jogailė, cf. Natalija, Vitalija.

The names show that the second syllable of the polysyllabic derivative was 
homogenized according to the final components of borrowed names.

6.4. The impact of derivatives with -ij- on the Lithuanian stock of names was 
strong: alongside the suffix -ij-, new suffixes more characteristic of female names 
emerged from the final components of widespread names. Accordingly, the congru-
ence of the longer base stem with the name cannot always be considered the main 
criterion in identifying the word-building formant, because the time when the names 
were given and their frequency are also important. Deformed derivatives show that the 
stems of Lithuanian names were modified according to the final components of bor-
rowed names to achieve similarity to borrowed names.

7. Concluding remarks
1. The 20th–21st centuries in Lithuania witnessed the spread of the names with 

-ij- – not only those derived from nature, but also those made from compound names, 
their shortenings, appellative names or appellatives, mythological names and names 
derived from toponyms. The suffix -ij-, which is not commonly used in the formation 
of personal names in the Lithuanian language, became a new formant in the formation 
of Lithuanian names.

2. Female derivatives with -ija are more frequent and more diverse than male 
derivatives with -ijus, which might have been influenced by the earlier spread of words 
of feminine gender with -ija in the Lithuanian language. Female derivatives are often 
longer than male derivatives and have a different characteristic base, which attests to a 
separate development of names of different genders.

3. A large number of borrowed names with -ij-, their widespread shortenings, 
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name variation and derivatives with -ij- from borrowed base names were the reasons 
for the emergence and establishment of derivatives with -ij-, first in the female and later 
in the male name stock. This shows a strong influence of borrowed names with -ij- on 
the name stock in Lithuania. Derivatives with -ij-, appearing according to the deriva-
tives of another gender, prove that gender differences according to final components is 
important in the formation of Lithuanian names.

4. The influence of the borrowed names with -ij- was so strong that it caused the 
creation of the formants -alija, -elij-, -enij-, -ilij-, -idijus, -inija, -onija, -otija, -rija and -vij- 
from their final components. Those formants are more frequent in the stock of female 
names. On the model of the final components of borrowed names with -ij-, the stems of 
Lithuanian derivatives were remade. They show how the elements of final components 
of borrowed names are intruding into national names.
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